Background {#Sec1}
==========

Gene duplication is an important source of genetic variation that can propel adaptive evolution and speciation \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Large-scale gene duplication events, such as large segmental or whole-genome duplications (WGDs), are thought to have played a major role in evolution because they supply hundreds or even thousands of novel gene duplicates on which evolution can work. Such events enhance evolutionary innovation due to the creation of genetic redundancy \[[@CR3]\], may increase mutational and environmental robustness \[[@CR4]\], and reduce the risk of extinction \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. WGD events have also been linked to increased diversification \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\], either directly or after a lag-time period \[[@CR7], [@CR9]\], but see \[[@CR10]\]. It has also been argued that WGD may facilitate adaptation and survival under specific conditions, for instance during periods of environmental turmoil or cataclysmic events \[[@CR11]\]. In animals, WGD has been rarely detected, for which various explanations have been put forward, such as different reproductive modes \[[@CR12]\], dosage-sensitive sex determination \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\], and more intricate physiological and developmental constraints \[[@CR12]\]. Nevertheless, ancient WGDs are hypothesized to have played a role in the evolution of teleost fish, mollusks \[[@CR15]\], and particularly arthropods \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\].

Arthropods are a highly speciose and diverse group of animals. Gene and genome duplications may have played an important role in generating this diversity, yet patterns of duplication in this group are still under discussion. With the recent availability of high-quality invertebrate genome sequences, several cases of large-scale gene duplication and potential WGDs have been identified. For example, genomes of arachnids were found to harbor many paralogous gene pairs and a duplicated Hox gene cluster, indicating a WGD event in their evolutionary history \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. The horseshoe crab *Limulus polyphemus* even shows four copies of the Hox gene cluster, suggesting two rounds of WGD within this group \[[@CR16], [@CR20]\]. Recently, Li et al. \[[@CR18]\] reported 18 ancient WGDs and six other large-scale bursts of gene duplication in 118 analyzed transcriptomes and 25 genomes of hexapods. The inferred pattern of scattered WGDs across the phylogenetic tree of hexapods would indicate that WGDs have been an important driver of evolutionary novelty and diversity in insects. However, inference of ancient WGDs remains challenging \[[@CR21]\]. For instance, in a recent study, some of us showed that unaccounted variation in duplication and loss rates across lineages can strongly affect assessment of the presence or absence of WGDs \[[@CR22]\]. Also, a recent reanalysis of the *Bombyx mori* data could not confirm a previously reported putative Lepidoptera-specific WGD \[[@CR23]\]. Therefore, it remains unclear whether the observed patterns of duplications in hexapods are indeed indicative of frequent ancient WGDs. To reliably distinguish the presence of remnants of ancient WGD from alternative scenarios, several independent lines of evidence are required. One line of evidence is peaks in *K*~S~ distributions (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b), where the number of duplication events is plotted as a function of an estimate of the synonymous distance associated with these events (*K*~S~, which serves as a proxy for age). Bursts of duplicates with similar synonymous divergence are indicative of a large-scale duplication event, although one has to be aware of the caveats in interpreting such distributions \[[@CR21], [@CR24], [@CR25]\]. For one, *K*~S~ distributions cannot be used to infer very ancient WGDs, due to saturation of the synonymous distance and the stochastic nature of the molecular clock \[[@CR24]\]. Fig. 1Co-linear patterns and *Ks* histograms illustrating differences between whole-genome duplication and putative bursts of segmental duplications observed in this study: **a** conceptual co-linearity pattern of (ancient) whole-genome duplication; black represents ancestral chromosome; light blue represents a duplicated chromosome containing gene duplicates with similar synonymous divergence (*Ks*). Genome rearrangements will fragment duplicated chromosomes into syntenic blocks. **b***Ks* frequency distribution of *L. polyphemus* (an arthropod that underwent WGD). Orange-red, histogram of the node-weighted whole-paranome *Ks* distribution; light-blue violin plot and histogram, *Ks* distribution of gene duplicates anchored in co-linear blocks as inferred from MCScanX; inlay, circos plot of co-linear blocks: all duplicate segments reside on separate scaffolds. **c** conceptual co-linearity pattern of a burst of segmental duplication; black represents an ancestral chromosome; light blue represents duplicated segments. Duplicated segments may end up on a position in another chromosome (gray bar), or on the same chromosome giving rise to tandem repeats and palindromes graphically represented as arches on a single scaffold. A burst of segmental duplication is hypothesized if the *Ks* values of gene pairs anchored in co-linear blocks are not clustered in a distinctive *Ks* peak corresponding to a peak in the whole-paranome distribution. **d***Ks* histogram and circos plot of co-linear blocks of gene duplicates from *F. candida*. Orange-red, *Ks* histogram using all gene duplicates; light-blue violin plot and histogram, *Ks* distribution for gene duplicates anchored in co-linear blocks. Inlay, circos plot showing co-linear block distribution among and within scaffolds. See "[Results](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" for further interpretation. Note that the older a potential genome duplication event, the more difficult it is to discriminate between alternative explanations. Silhouettes are derived from [phylopic.org](http://phylopic.org)

An important second line of evidence for uncovering remnants of large-scale or whole-genome duplications is within-genome co-linearity (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b). In the absence of gene loss and rearrangements associated with the rediploidization process, we expect duplicated pairs (referred to as "anchor pairs" or "anchors") to initially reside in syntenic and co-linear blocks (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Genome rearrangements and gene loss will erode this signal over time, but even for ancient duplication events, substantial intragenomic co-linearity remains observable \[[@CR26]--[@CR29]\]. Such intragenomic co-linear blocks are usually assumed to result from ancient WGD, although other events, such as bursts of transposon activity, translocations, or aneuploidy, can also potentially generate similar signals (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) \[[@CR30]\]. Furthermore, very ancient WGDs can often no longer be reliably identified from co-linear analyses, in particular when high-quality chromosome-level assemblies are lacking. In those cases, lastly, most evidence is based on the analysis of gene trees (e.g., \[[@CR18], [@CR31], [@CR32]\]). However, assessing the support for a hypothetical WGD from gene trees remains very challenging, and results from such approaches should be treated with considerable caution \[[@CR22], [@CR33]\]. Generally, the combination of temporal (from *K*~S~ distributions and gene trees) and structural (co-linearity) evidence provides the most reliable means towards distinguishing WGD from other sources of gene duplication, yet requires high-quality genome data across multiple species.

Here, we present a multi-faceted analysis of highly contiguous, well-annotated genomes of 20 hexapod species and one outgroup, *Limulus polyphemus*, to study the occurrence of gene- and genome duplication events in this diverse species group. To this end, we (1) inferred whole-paranome *K*~S~ distributions, (2) performed co-linearity analysis, which classifies the genomic context of gene duplications as dispersed gene pairs or segmental duplications, and (3) employed a recently proposed probabilistic gene tree reconciliation approach designed to test hypotheses about ancient WGDs and to estimate lineage-specific duplication and loss rates. In contrast to the recently published study on this topic \[[@CR18]\], we find little support for an important role of WGDs during hexapod evolution. Alternatively, we propose that mainly small-scale gene duplication, together with instances of segmental duplication, possibly mediated through homologous recombination guided by surges in transposon activity, explains the observed duplication signal in hexapods.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Delineation of paranomes {#Sec3}
------------------------

We selected 20 high-quality, well-annotated genomes from the available hexapod genome sequences to represent the widest taxonomic diversity of this group. We included the genome of the chelicerid *Limulus polyphemus*, where there is compelling evidence for an ancient genome duplication \[[@CR16]\], in our analysis as an outgroup. Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} lists the accession numbers of assembled genomes, as well as details on sequencing technology and assembly output. Within-genome sequence similarity searches, followed by MCL clustering, were used to detect paralogous gene pairs (see "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}"), the number of which varied widely among the analyzed hexapod genomes, ranging from 1225 in the collembolan *Holacanthella duospinosa* to 21,073 in the dipteran *Aedes aegypti* (Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Synonymous divergence and co-linearity among gene pairs {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------

Gene duplicate age distributions were inferred by estimating the expected number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (synonymous distance or *K*~S~) across the paranome following the approach of Vanneste et al. \[[@CR24]\] (see "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}"). Ancient WGDs result in a characteristic pattern of a peak in distributions of gene duplicates of similar age (similar divergence at synonymous sites) that tend to be in co-linear regions within a genome. The genome of *L. polyphemus* showed such a distinct peak of *K*~S~ values around *K*~S~ ≈ 0.8 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). The light blue violin plot above the *K*~S~ distributions in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents the distribution of anchor pair *K*~S~ values found in co-linear blocks (drawn in the inlayed circos plots), which again shows an increase in frequency around *K*~S~ ≈ 0.8 in the case of *L. polyphemus* (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). This pattern is consistent with the ancient WGD reported for this species \[[@CR16]\]. A second peak for the more ancient WGD event hypothesized for *L. polyphemus* is not observed in neither the whole-paranome nor anchor pair *K*~S~ distribution, likely due to the age of this event exceeding the window for which *K*~S~ distributions can be used for WGD detection \[[@CR21], [@CR25]\].

By contrast, none of the hexapod genomes in our study showed a similar pattern consistent with ancient WGD. Instead, we observed several different patterns of gene duplication among hexapod genomes (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and Figure S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Most of the genomes in this study showed a high number of young duplicate pairs (low *K*~S~, Figure S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), resulting in the L-shaped distribution that is characteristic for the continuous process of small-scale gene duplication (SSD) and loss \[[@CR21], [@CR34]\]. Representative patterns were, for instance, observed in the genomes of *Aethina tumida* and *Ctenocephalides felis* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The collembolan hexapod *Folsomia candida* exhibited relatively high numbers of duplicates (over 20,000 duplicate pairs, Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) and has been assumed to have undergone a lineage-specific WGD in a previous study \[[@CR18]\]. If true, we hypothesized that a distinct peak in the whole-paranome *K*~S~ distribution should be observed that coincides with an increase of anchor gene pairs in the same *K*~S~ range, as for instance in the case of *L. polyphemus* (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). Instead, in *F. candida* only a gradual decline in the number of duplication events for increasing *K*~S~ was observed, rather than a distinct peak. Although the *F. candida* genome did, indeed, contain a substantial number of co-linear blocks (55, Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), the distribution of anchor pair *K*~S~ values in these co-linear blocks exhibited a similar distribution with declining density for larger *K*~S~ values (blue violin plot Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). This pattern suggests that the emergence and loss of such co-linear blocks is a continuous process, reminiscent of small-scale gene duplication (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d, *K*~S~ histogram). The reason for this atypical shape of the collembolan anchor pair *K*~S~ distribution needs further investigation, but based on co-linearity analysis (as well as macrosynteny and phylogenomic analyses, see further), we see no reason to invoke a WGD event. Fig. 2*Ks* frequency distributions and circos plots of co-linear blocks for gene duplicates in the genomes of **a***Aethina tumida*, **b***Ctenocephalides felis*, **c***Zootermopsis nevadensis*, and **d***Bombyx mori*. Color annotation is as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The silhouette of *C. felis* was derived from [freepik.com](http://freepik.com), while the silhouette from *Z. nevadensis* was derived from [cannypic.com](http://cannypic.com)

Similar observations were made for other hexapods: none of these genomes retained duplicates co-linearly organized in the way expected under WGD. As a matter of fact, in all hexapod species, most gene pairs were classified as dispersed duplicates not being physically linked in co-linear blocks (Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Figure S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Co-linear segments were observed in six out of the 20 genomes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Figure S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), but in most genomes, these segmental duplications were present in low numbers (Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Larger numbers of duplicated co-linear segments, such as described above for *F. candida*, were also found in the genomes of *A. tumida* and *C. felis* (Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Figure S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). However, similar to the pattern in *F. candida*, in these species the gene pairs organized in co-linear segments were recent and did not coincide with any peaks in *K*~S~ age distributions (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b). In *B. mori*, a recent study \[[@CR18]\] reported 728 syntenic chains of which 83 could potentially represent segmental duplications. In contrast, we only detected two co-linear segments (consisting of six and seven gene pairs, respectively, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d), which is substantially less. To verify whether our more stringent parameter settings in MCScanX could explain the large difference in number of segmental duplications retrieved, we first increased the *E*-value cutoff for all-against-all BLASTP searches with *B. mori* proteins from 10e−10 to 10e−5 (as applied by the Li et al. study \[[@CR18]\]). This caused an increase of the number of co-linear genes from 13 to 94. We then used three genes to seed a co-linear block and applied a Manhattan distance of 40 in our MCScanX analysis. This resulted in the identification of 10 co-linear blocks, consisting of 94 co-linear gene pairs, which is still 8 times less than the number of co-linear blocks identified previously \[[@CR18]\]. Further decreasing the stringency of these parameter settings eventually yielded 13 co-linear blocks, still a much lower number than previously reported \[[@CR18]\]. Changing these parameter settings with regard to the analysis of the *L. polyphemus* genome resulted in an increase from 7 co-linear blocks with 44 gene pairs, to 14 co-linear blocks with 79 gene pairs. The *K*~S~ values of these gene pairs fall within the range of detected *K*~S~ peak of *K*~S~ ≈ 0.8 (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), which is in line with WGD in this species.

Genome structure of segmental duplications and macrosynteny patterns {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Long co-linear blocks of paralogs covering large fractions of the genome are usually considered to support WGD events. In the case of fragmented genome assemblies, genuine WGD-derived co-linear blocks most probably reside on different scaffolds (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). Indeed, the previously inferred ancient WGD event in the chelicerid *L. polyphemus* shows exactly this pattern (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Of the hexapods we studied, *A. tumida* is the only genome with substantial numbers of co-linear segments located on different scaffolds (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). However, a spurious pattern similar to this can also arise if excessive allelic variation in the genome assembly prevents the collapse of haplotigs into single contigs. Therefore, we tested this explanation by analyzing sequence read coverage of contigs, expecting a drop in coverage among two contigs if they are two haplotigs covering the same genomic region. Indeed, we found that the mean sequence read coverage for *A. tumida* is 124.03× with a 95% confidence interval (CI) between 123.8 and 124.5 assuming normal distribution (Figure S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}A). By contrast, the coverage of the co-linear segments is on average 88.82× (95% CI 64.6--119.9, Figure S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}B), which is below the lower bound of the 95% CI of coverage among 1000 random contigs. Thus, we conclude that at least some of these co-linear blocks may in fact correspond to haplotigs that did not collapse into one scaffold, and do not correspond to bona fide duplicated regions.

In the *C. felis* genome, we inferred 49 co-linear regions, of which 41 are located on the same scaffold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, inlay circos plot). Thirty-one of these are organized as palindromes, while the remaining 10 are organized as tandem repeats, which do not support WGD as a source of gene duplication in this species. Similarly, 14 out of 55 co-linear blocks in *F. candida* are located within the same scaffold (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). Importantly, no significant drop in sequence read coverage in these co-linear blocks was found, suggesting that these represent true segmental duplication events \[[@CR35]\]. Given the low *K*~S~ values of anchor gene duplicates in *F. candida*'s co-linear blocks (blue violin plot in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d, see section above), we infer that they evolved recently. However, if these co-linear blocks would have emerged as a result of a recent WGD event, most should still reside on different chromosomes. By contrast, we observe 14 co-linear blocks to reside within the same chromosome, which does not support WGD as a source of gene duplication in this species. In the case of *B. mori* (where a WGD event was proposed in its lepidopteran ancestor), the two co-linear blocks were also located on a single scaffold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d).

Extensive gene loss and genomic rearrangements may, however, cause substantial "erosion" of co-linear patterns through evolutionary time. Nevertheless, in the absence of conserved gene order, the chromosome-scale distribution of gene duplicates is still expected to be conserved to more or lesser extent, a pattern referred to as macrosynteny \[[@CR28]\]. Following Nakatani and McLysaght \[[@CR23]\], we further visualized the position of putative gene duplicates in a scatter plot representation for all species where at least one co-linear segment was found (Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}; Figure S[3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Although this visualization can be challenging due to the fragmented nature of some of the included assemblies, these plots clearly indicate that large-scale patterns of within-genome synteny are lacking in the examined genomes. A notable exception is *F. candida*, where peculiar non-random patterns can be observed (Figure S[3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}G). However, the observed organization of gene duplicates for this species is not compatible with WGD either. Recently, we showed that at least some of *F. candida*'s segmental duplications are highly enriched in transposons \[[@CR35]\], suggesting transposon-mediated gene duplication or TE proliferation. This remains however speculative and is subject of ongoing research. Taken together, the absence of both substantial co-linear segments and large-scale syntenic patterns suggests no role for WGD in the evolution of hexapods, at least in the evolutionary time frame that allows the inference of WGD events from genome structure.

Phylogenomic gene tree-species tree reconciliation {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------

We conducted phylogenomic analyses to further investigate patterns of gene duplication and loss, and potential ancestral large-scale duplication events, in a phylogenetic context. To this end, we applied a recently developed Bayesian gene tree reconciliation approach to estimate parameters of a stochastic model of gene family evolution that accounts for duplication, loss, and WGD events, while considering uncertainty in the gene trees by employing amalgamated likelihood estimation (ALE) \[[@CR22]\]. In a gene tree reconciliation approach towards WGD inference, we seek to explain the evolution of a set of gene family trees in the context of a known species tree in terms of a set of evolutionary events, in our case, gene duplication and loss events. Most approaches do not use a model of gene family evolution and perform some flavor of parsimony-based reconciliation, effectively counting for each branch in the species tree the number of gene tree clades with a least common ancestor (LCA) that corresponds to that branch in the species tree, among some set of eligible gene tree clades (for instance focusing only on clades with high bootstrap support values in the gene tree or some other subset defined by a filtering criterion). There are several potential problems with such naive reconciliation approaches, among which the reliance on a single estimated gene tree topology is perhaps the most obvious one. Also the assumption that the LCA reconciliation is the true reconciliation can be troubling, as at least one study reported that the most parsimonious reconciliation differs from the true reconciliation in about 19% of the examined cases \[[@CR36]\].

In the context of WGD inference, another issue is when to decide whether a given number of inferred duplication events on a particular branch is sufficiently high to infer a polyploidization event. The approach taken by Li et al. \[[@CR18]\] is to estimate a background duplication and loss rate for the entire data set using WGDgc \[[@CR37]\], and use this estimated rate to simulate a set of gene trees with and without WGD. Based on these simulations, they perform a test to decide whether a particular observed number of duplicates are significantly higher than their simulations without WGD, and not significantly less than their positive simulations with WGD. There are however again several potential issues with such an approach. In particular, the assumption of constant duplication and loss rates across lineages that underlies the simulation procedure has been shown to be inaccurate in the context of WGD inference \[[@CR22]\]. In the Bayesian approach of Zwaenepoel and Van de Peer \[[@CR22]\], a model of gene family evolution that includes the background duplication and loss process and WGD is used to perform gene tree reconciliation directly in a model-based framework, alleviating the need for potentially problematic simulation schemes. Furthermore, in the Bayesian approach, we can account---in a systematic way---for variation in gene duplication and loss rates across the species tree. We note that with the approach we take here, as with any method that does not take genome structure into account, we cannot distinguish between a WGD and an episodic burst of small-scale or segmental gene duplication events.

For the sake of computational tractability, we considered two trees of 9 species, the first comprising the Holometabola with outgroup *Pediculus humanus* and the second representing the other hexapod groups included in this study with outgroup *L. polyphemus*. We marked 11 hypothetical WGDs on these trees, based on both the co-linearity analyses in this study and the results of Li et al. \[[@CR18]\]. Using the simplest possible model, assuming constant rates across the species tree, we found the posterior mean duplication rate (*λ*) across the Holometabola tree to be 0.00215 (events/gene lineage/My) with 95% of the posterior density in \[0.00212, 0.00217\]. Similarly, a loss rate (*μ*) of 0.00146 \[0.00143, 0.00150\] was obtained. Employing a branch-wise rates model with an independent rates (IR) prior (see "[Methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}") indicated increased duplication rates in Lepidoptera, and an increased loss rate in the branch leading to *P. humanus* (although, in general, estimated rates on isolated branches near the root should be interpreted with caution \[[@CR22]\] (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). For the branch leading to the model species *Drosophila melanogaster*, we estimated a duplication rate of 0.00427 \[0.00416, 0.00438\] and loss rate of 0.00248 \[0.00236, 0.00261\] events/gene lineage/My, estimates which are well in accord with previous estimates for *D. melanogaster* (e.g., *λ* = 0.0023 \[[@CR34]\], *λ* = 0.0050 \[[@CR38]\]). We do not find support for WGD in the ancestor of the Diptera, as previously reported, and our analyses could not confirm recently suggested putative WGDs in the stem branches of Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, and Hymenoptera \[[@CR18]\]. Performing an analysis with a strongly informative prior on the duplication and loss rates, assuming little rate heterogeneity across branches of the species tree---a model more akin to the simulations employed by Li et al. \[[@CR18]\]*---*did not support any of these hypothetical WGDs. Of all WGD hypotheses indicated along this species tree, only a putative *C. felis* event received significant support with a decisively non-zero retention rate (*q*) in all analyses (Figure S[6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We note that an inspection of three MCMC chains revealed in one of the chains a second mode in the posterior distribution with *q* ≈ 0 and an increased duplication rate for this branch (Figure S[7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). However, all chains eventually converge on the same distribution (Figure S[7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), which likely represents a dominating mode in the posterior where the vast majority of posterior mass is located. Nevertheless, this suggests that the posterior distribution could be multimodal, with besides this dominating mode, the possibility of multiple small "peaks" separated by large "valleys" of low posterior probability, and that the MCMC algorithm may have trouble crossing these valleys. We further note for this putative event in *C. felis* that reconciled trees sampled from the posterior revealed that a very large number of duplication events were reconciled to the hypothetical WGD node, but each of which with very low posterior probability (Figure S[8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Furthermore, the *K*~*S*~ distribution for this species shows much more recent duplicates than any of the other examined genomes, but does not show a peak in the distribution nor co-linear blocks indicative of WGD. Together, this suggests that the non-zero retention rate for this branch is spurious and that the signal in the gene trees mistaken for a WGD event more likely corresponds to an increased gene duplication rate due to some other mechanism. Fig. 3Branch-wise marginal posterior mean duplication (upper branches) and loss rates (lower branches) for the two nine-taxon species trees. **a** Holometabola tree, **b** Hemimetabola (and others) tree. The arrow in **b** indicates the branch where the root of the Holometabola tree in **a** connects to the tree in **b**. The hypothetical WGDs considered in the Whale analyses are indicated along the branches by rectangular boxes, where black indicates WGD hypotheses with a significantly non-zero retention rate (i.e., there is statistical support for a significant deviation from the background duplication-loss process, thus providing support for a proposed WGD hypothesis) and white boxes indicate non-supported WGD hypotheses (i.e., the retention rate does not differ significantly from 0). Please note the caveat with regard to the *C. felis* WGD hypothesis (indicated with an asterisk) as indicated in the main text

For the other species tree (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b), analysis under the constant-rates model revealed a tree-wide duplication rate of 0.00160 \[0.00158, 0.00161\] and loss rate of 0.00195 \[0.00192, 0.00198\] events/gene lineage/My. Bayesian inference with Whale using models of branch-wise duplication and loss rate variation was more challenging for this tree, and convergence was not attained for the full branch-wise rate models, presumably due to the long outgroup branch that included hypothetical WGDs. To mitigate these issues, we constrained the two branches stemming from the root to have identical rates. Under the IR model, we obtained duplication and loss rates within a similar range as for the Holometabola tree (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Posterior inferences under an autocorrelated prior were quite different from results for the IR prior, but did not result in any qualitative differences with respect to potential WGDs. In both cases, the data showed to be compatible with a previously suggested putative Insecta-shared WGD \[[@CR18]\] (*q* = 31% \[29%, 33%\] for the IR model), although the retention rate was highly sensitive to the prior used (Figure S[11](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The hypothesized WGDs in *L. polyphemus* were also recovered with high retention rates, yet with a very high posterior variance (94% \[77%, 100%\] for the oldest WGD and 44% \[32%, 58%\] for the most recent putative WGD). This high variability is not surprising as this branch represents almost 600 My of evolution, and the only temporal information in the ALE-based approach used in Whale comes from tree topologies and not branch lengths per se. In line with the *K*~S~ distribution and co-linearity analyses in the present study, we do not find compelling evidence for large-scale duplication events in the stem of Dictyoptera (cockroaches, termites, and mantises), stem of Colembolla (springtails), the branch leading to *Frankliniella*, or the branch leading to *Folsomia* (Figure S[11](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Gene duplication has been appreciated as an important factor in evolution for a long time \[[@CR1], [@CR39]\]. Our current study based on the analysis of whole-paranome *K*~S~ distributions, intragenomic co-linearity, and gene tree reconciliation for 20 high-quality hexapod genomes confirms gene duplicate abundance in this taxonomic group, with estimated rates of small-scale duplication and loss on the order of 0.002 events/gene/My. As expected, most duplicate gene pairs in hexapods are of recent origin, compatible with the continuous process of small-scale duplication and loss. However, some hexapod genomes, such as those of collembolans, show substantial retention of ancient gene duplicates, suggesting variation in the rates of the continuous duplication and loss process across the hexapod phylogeny.

Our current study does not provide evidence for multiple whole-genome duplication events to have occurred during the evolution of hexapods. We unveiled a few segmental or large-scale duplications, but only in some of the genomes, and mostly of recent origin. The fact that these duplications were often located on the same scaffold is difficult to reconcile with WGDs, especially for relatively recent hypothesized WGDs. For example, *F. candida* and *C. felis* contained within-genome co-linear regions, which did not coincide with alternative peaks in *K*~*S*~ distributions, and of which a substantial fraction was intra-chromosomally distributed (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Some intra-chromosomal co-linearity is expected to arise during rediploidization, a process associated with chromosomal rearrangements such as chromosomal fusions and translocations \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. However, on average, the majority of co-linear blocks arising from WGD should reside on different chromosomes \[[@CR23], [@CR26]--[@CR28]\], especially in case of recent WGD events. Therefore, the high frequency of recently evolved intra-chromosomal co-linearity observed in *C. felis* and *F. candida* is not in concordance with a WGD scenario. Large-scale macrosynteny pattern did not suggest a role for WGD in the evolution of hexapod genome structure either.

Identifying co-linearity is not straightforward, particularly in the case of ancient duplications where subsequent genome dynamics and restructuring may have erased the co-linearity signature to a large extent \[[@CR22]\]. Also, the robustness of such analysis is dependent on assembly quality and applied analysis tool \[[@CR43]\]. In this respect, the case of *B. mori* is interesting because this genome is of high quality and was analyzed using three independent co-linearity analysis tools \[[@CR18], [@CR23]\]. Li et al. \[[@CR18]\] identified 728 potentially syntenic chains using the SynMap tool from the CoGe platform \[[@CR44]\] that included 2210 genes, and suggested that 83 chains were associated with an ancient WGD event in Lepidoptera identified by their MultitAxon Paleopolyploidy Search (MAPS) algorithm \[[@CR18]\]. More recently, Nakatani and McLysaght \[[@CR23]\] visualized the position of these chained BlastP hits from the Li et al. analysis \[[@CR18]\] on the silkworm chromosomes. They found that the majority of these duplicates were not chained, but were randomly distributed over the entire genome instead of organized in syntenic blocks. As mentioned above, extensive chromosomal rearrangements following WGD may have randomized paralog distribution throughout the *B. mori* genome over evolutionary time. This explanation seems unlikely, however, given the high levels of macrosynteny that was observed between *B. mori* and the coleopteran genome of *Tribolium castaneum* \[[@CR23]\]. In the current study, we used MCScanX with conservative parameter settings and identified only two true segmental duplications, which were organized on one scaffold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d). Adjusting the parameter settings to the ones used by Li et al. \[[@CR18]\] did not retrieve comparable results. Taken together, our independent analysis confirmed the previous argument that WGD did not contribute to genome evolution in *B. mori* \[[@CR23]\]. This conclusion is corroborated by our gene tree-species tree reconciliation analysis, which did not find support for a putative WGD in the lepidopteran stem branch.

Phylogenomic gene tree reconciliation analyses provided further insights into the phylogenetic patterns of gene duplication and loss across hexapods, as well as more ancient hypothetical large-scale duplication events. Duplication and loss rates varied across lineages, but remained within the same order of magnitude across the entire phylogeny. Using the statistical approach implemented in Whale to assess putative WGDs along those branches that were previously investigated \[[@CR18]\], we failed to confirm the conclusions of this study in all but one case. Despite the fact that our taxon sampling was more limited, these results cast doubts on the methodology of the previous study and perhaps the suitability of transcriptomic data to infer gene family evolutionary processes. In particular, the assumption of constant rates across lineages, as applied in the previous hexapod WGD study \[[@CR18]\], can seriously compromise inference of WGDs \[[@CR22]\]. Conclusively refuting a hypothesized ancient WGD event is of course challenging, but model-based statistical inference can indicate under which assumptions what conclusions are acceptable. We showed that if we assumed the rate of gene duplication and loss to vary across lineages, i.e., duplication and loss, follow independent relaxed molecular clocks, gene trees of multi-copy gene families did not provide support for all but one of the entertained WGD hypotheses. We stipulate that to further substantiate these results, an increased taxon sampling remains desirable, breaking up long branches for which a WGD is hypothesized.

Our failure to confirm putative WGD events in hexapods seems also supported by Hox gene cluster organization. As mentioned previously, the *L. polyphemus* genome contains up to four copies of each Hox gene, supporting the hypothesis that this genome evolved through two rounds of WGD \[[@CR16]\]. A literature survey among several published hexapod genomes (*D. melanogaster*, *T. castaneum*, *F. candida*, *Orchesella cincta*, *Acyrthosiphon pisum*, Z*ootermopsis nevadensis*) showed that these genes are represented in single copy \[[@CR20], [@CR45]--[@CR48]\], which is in line with our current findings. While Hox gene clusters are very tightly organized as one dense gene cluster in vertebrate genomes, hexapod Hox gene clusters seem to show a more differential pattern of gene dispersion, often interspersed by other open reading frames and long stretches of non-coding DNA \[[@CR35], [@CR45], [@CR49]\].

An alternative scenario that would produce the observed signatures of large-scale gene duplication events in our and previous studies \[[@CR18]\] are bursts of transposable element (TE) activity \[[@CR30]\]. For example, duplication-dependent strand annealing was elucidated as the mechanism explaining their formation in the *D. melanogaster* genome \[[@CR50]\]. Hotspots of TEs cause an increase in homologous regions, providing more opportunity for homologous recombination and unequal crossing over to drive gene amplification \[[@CR51]\]. In such case, segmental duplications reside in genomic regions with high TE activity/abundance \[[@CR52]\]. A recent systematic survey of TE activity across insect genomes provided evidence for ancient bursts of TE activity \[[@CR53]\] in many insect species, which coincide with the *K*~S~ distribution of gene pairs detected in this study. For instance, *Z. nevadensis* showed an increased frequency of gene duplicates with *K*~S~ values between 2 and 4 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). This coincides with a second broad peak of LINE transposon abundance in the Petersen study \[[@CR53]\]. Similar concordant patterns between *K*~S~ distributions of gene duplicates and divergence distributions of the DNA transposon, LTR transposon, and rolling circle transposon families \[[@CR53]\] were observed in *P. humanus* and *Apis mellifera*. Moreover, co-linear gene blocks in the genome of *F. candida* were found to be spatially associated with high densities of transposable element \[[@CR35]\], suggesting a link between transposon activity and segmental duplication in the evolution of this genome. Finally, evidence was found for the involvement of high-density transposon regions facilitating gene family expansion of odorant receptors in ants \[[@CR35]\]. Based on these observations, a tentative hypothesis emerges that bursts in transposon activity early during the evolution of some hexapod lineages may provide the basis for segmental duplication, by facilitating duplication-dependent strand annealing as main mechanism of gene duplication (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). In order to test this hypothesis, junctions of co-linear blocks could be examined for particular transposon sequence features. Such analysis was performed within the human genome, where enrichment of Alu short interspersed element (SINE) sequences near or within such junction was observed \[[@CR51]\]. Moreover, assessing coincidence of our current age estimation based on *K*~S~ distributions with estimations of transposition rates in the evolutionary past could provide further support for our hypothesis. Historical transposition events could be dated in a phylogenetic context, as was shown for past transposition rate estimations of pogo-like transposable elements in different *Fusarium* species \[[@CR54]\]. However, we are currently unaware of a method to reliably calibrate these two time indications against each other.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

The analysis of intragenomic co-linearity, *K*~S~ distributions, and gene tree-species tree reconciliation across a wide taxonomic range of hexapod genome sequences suggests that gene duplication is pervasive among hexapods and that species differ in the degree to which ancient gene duplicates have been retained. Interpreting our results in the light of recent studies, we speculate that TE activity might explain the observed patterns of bursts of gene duplication, while compelling evidence for an important role of WGD in hexapod evolution is missing.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Data sampling {#Sec10}
-------------

Sample selection was guided by the availability of high-quality assembled genome sequences and taxonomic breadth. We aimed for a balanced distribution of genomes over hexapod diversity, and selected two genomes for each hexapod order, if available. In case multiple genomes were available for a given hexapod order, we selected the two most contiguous ones. In total, 20 high-quality hexapod genomes were compiled. The genome of the non-hexapod *Limulus polyphemus* was included as an exemplary lineage where WGD is well described \[[@CR16]\]. Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} lists sample names with associated accession numbers of assembled genomes, as well as details on sequencing technology and assembly output.

*K*~S~ distribution analysis {#Sec11}
----------------------------

For paralogous gene families of two or more members, we estimated the expected number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (*K*~S~ value) for each node in the gene family tree using the approach of Vanneste et al. \[[@CR24]\] as implemented in the "wgd" pipeline \[[@CR55]\]. In brief, for each species, an all-against-all protein similarity search was done using BlastP with an *e*-value cutoff of 1e−10. A sequence similarity graph was constructed and gene families were inferred using Markov Clustering with MCL (inflation factor = 2.0) \[[@CR56]\]. The amino acid sequences of gene families were used to infer a multiple sequence alignment with MAFFT v7 (using options: "\--amino --maxiterate 1000 --localpair") \[[@CR57]\]. This alignment was then used as a guide for obtaining a gap-stripped codon-level alignment. For each gene family, pairwise *K*~S~ values were estimated through maximum likelihood using CODEML (with runmode = − 2) from the PAML package \[[@CR58]\], using the Goldman & Yang model (GY94) and the F3x4 method for estimating equilibrium codon frequencies. For each family, an approximate phylogenetic tree was obtained using FastTree with default settings \[[@CR59]\], which was then used to construct node-weighted empirical *K*~S~ distributions. The final set of *K*~S~ values for each genome is represented as a weighted histogram, where the *y*-axis represents the number of duplication events (not duplicate pairs)*,* to detect temporal patterns of gene duplication.

Co-linearity analysis {#Sec12}
---------------------

To detect co-linear blocks, we used the Multiple Co-linearity Scan toolkit (MCScanX), using standard settings \[[@CR60]\], except where indicated. The duplicate gene classifier within MCScanX uses the MCScan algorithm to classify the genomic context of gene duplications into three groups: segmental (including putative WGD-derived duplicates), tandem, or dispersed. Initially, all genes classify as singletons, while all gene pairs identified by BlastP are assigned dispersed duplicates. The segmental/WGD label is assigned to anchor pairs in intragenomic co-linear blocks \[[@CR60]\]. Genome-wide co-linearity was visualized using Circos \[[@CR61]\].

### Probabilistic gene tree-species tree reconciliation {#Sec13}

We used the recently developed Whale approach for statistical assessment of WGD hypotheses \[[@CR22]\]. For the analyses using Whale (v0.3), we considered two species trees of nine species, the first comprising the Holometabola with as outgroup *P. humanus*, and the second representing the other hexapod groups included in this study with as outgroup *L. polyphemus.* Species trees with branch lengths in calendar time were obtained from the TimeTree database \[[@CR62]\]. We assumed 11 WGD hypotheses on these trees, informed by both the co-linearity analyses in this study and the results of Li et al. \[[@CR18]\]. For both sets of species, we inferred gene families using OrthoFinder v2.3.3 \[[@CR63]\]. To rule out de novo origin of gene families in arbitrary subtrees of the relevant species tree, we filtered out gene families that did not contain at least one gene in both species' clades stemming from the root in the associated species tree. We further filtered out large gene families according to a Poisson outlier criterion. Specifically, under the assumption that the total family size *X* across species is approximately Poisson distributed, we have that *Y* = *2√X* ∼ Normal (median(*Y*), 1). Based on this assumption, we filtered out all gene families for which *Y* \> median(*Y*) + 3. This resulted in 6937 gene families for the Holometabola set and 6712 gene families for the other species set. Pre-alignment masking of putatively non-homologous characters was performed using Prequal v1.01 \[[@CR64]\], after which a protein multiple sequence alignment (MSA) was inferred for each gene family using MAFFT v7 \[[@CR57]\]. For each alignment, a sample from the posterior distribution of phylogenetic trees was obtained using MrBayes v3.2.6 \[[@CR65]\] using the LG+Γ4 substitution model and default exponential priors on the branch lengths. We ran the MCMC for 110,000 generations for each family, recording a sample every 10 generations after discarding the first 10,000 generations as burn-in. The conditional clade distribution (CCD) was computed using the ALEobserve tool from the ALE suite v0.4 \[[@CR66]\].

We performed Bayesian inference under the DL+WGD model in Whale using different priors and model structures for the duplication and loss rates across lineages of the species tree. For both species sets, we initially performed an analysis assuming constant rates of duplication and loss across the species tree and no WGD hypotheses. We assumed an exponential prior distribution with mean 0.005 events per gene lineage per million year (ev/lineage/My) on both the duplication and loss rate and a Beta (10, 2) hyper prior on the *η* parameter of the geometric prior distribution on the number of lineages in a gene family present at the root of the species tree. We used the marginal posterior mean *η* value from the constant-rates analysis for the relevant species set in all subsequent analyses for the same species set. We next performed an analysis using hierarchical independent branch-wise rates prior, where duplication and loss rate across branches are assumed to be independent and identically distributed following a log-normal distribution. We assumed an exponential distribution (with mean 0.5) on the mean duplication and loss rate and an InverseGamma (5, 1) prior on the variance of the log-normal distribution. We used uniform priors on the retention rates for all WGDs. Last, we performed Bayesian inference using the geometric Brownian motion (GBM) prior with strong assumed phylogenetic correlation (*ν* = 0.1), to investigate the influence of different assumptions on the branch-wise duplication and loss rates on the estimated WGD retention rates. For the analyses under the GBM prior, we used the same priors on the mean duplication and loss rates and retention rates. Throughout our analyses of the second (non-Holometabola) tree, convergence issues in the MCMC required us to constrain the duplication and loss rates to be identical for the two branches stemming from the root. Throughout our study, we use multiple pilot runs for subsets of 1000 gene families to investigate convergence and base our reported estimates on a chain ran for 11,000 generations with a burn-in of 1000 generations for the full data set. Analysis for the full data set is very computationally intensive, and therefore, we compare the obtained MCMC chains for the full data set with multiple chains for the random 1000 gene family subsets visually to assess convergence (e.g., Figures S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Sequence read coverage analysis {#Sec14}
-------------------------------

To test whether co-linear regions in *A. tumida* show a drop in sequence read coverage, we used bedtools genomecov package version 2.28 to calculate the coverage of each basepair in the *A. tumida* genome. Subsequently, mean coverage over co-linear blocks was calculated and compared to the mean coverage of 1000 randomly sampled genome regions of the same length as the co-linear blocks including a 95% confidence interval.

Supplementary information
=========================

 {#Sec15}

**Additional file 1: Figure S1.** Ks frequency distribution graphs and circos plots of collinear syntenic blocks for gene duplicates in the genomes of A *Aedis aegypti*, B *Acyrthosiphon pisum*, C *Apis mellifera*, D *Athalia rosae*, E *Bemisia tabaci*, F *Blattella germanica*, G *Campodea augens*, H *Drosophila melanogaster*, I *Frankliniella occidentalis*, J *Holacanthella duospinosa*, K *Medauroidea extradentata*, L *Orchesella cincta*, M *Pediculus humanus*, N *Pieris rapae*, O *Tribolium castaneum*. Orange-red, frequency distribution of gene duplicate bins with identical Ks values; light blue, WGD/segmental duplication event predicted by MSscanX; inlay, circos plot co-linear blocks. **Figure S2.** Histograms of sequence read coverage distribution (bins of 20 counts) among scaffolds of *Aethina tumida's* genome assembly: 1000 random contigs (A) and contigs with co-linear regions (B). **Figure S3.** Scatter plots of putative gene duplicates (BlastP hits with e-value \< 10--10) for species that contain at least one segmental duplication. A) *L. polyphemus*, b) *A. aegypti* c) *A. tumida*, d) *B. germanica*, e) *B. mori*, f) *C. felis*, g) *F. candida*. Co-linear blocks identified by MCScanX are indicated as red dots. Scale on horizontal axis in bp. **Figure S4.** Trace plots for the MCMC samples for the Holometabola data set with the IR prior. In black results for the full data set are shown (10,000 generations after 1000 generations as burn-in, showing every iterate), whereas the other transparent colors show three replicate chains for a random subset of 1000 gene families (20,000 generations after 1000 as burn-in, showing every second iterate). Duplication (λ) and loss (μ) rates are shown on a log10 scale, and subscripts denote branches of the species tree. **Figure S5.** Marginal posterior distributions for the MCMC samples for the Holometabola data set with the IR prior. Interpretation is as in Figure S4, but here we show the rates on the original scale. **Figure S6.** Marginal posterior distributions for retention rates (*q*) of the five hypothetical WGD events marked along the Holometabola tree. The upper row shows results under the IR prior, whereas the lower row corresponds to results under the GBM (autocorrelated rates) prior (see [methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}). Note that the distributions under the GBM prior for the Lepidoptera, Coleoptera and Hymenoptera events are vanishingly small but are shown on the same scale as the upper row for the sake of comparison. **Figure S7.** A distinct mode for the parameters associated with the *C. felis* branch was observed in one of the chains under the IR prior for the Holometabola tree, indicating the possible problem of inefficient sampling of multimodal distributions in Whale. Results from three independent chains are shown in blue, orange and green respectively. (a & d) Marginal posterior distributions for the duplication (λ) and retention (q) rate associated with the *C. felis* branch for two chains. (b,c & e) Trace plots for duplication, 2 loss (μ) and retention rates associated with the *C. felis* branch for the same two chains. (f) Trace plot of the log likelihood for these chains. **Figure S8.** Posterior reconciliation probabilities of gene duplicates reconciled to the hypothetical *C. felis* (A) or Insecta (B) WGDs. The posterior reconciliation probability is calculated as the fraction that a particular clade is reconciled to the WGD node of interest in 1000 reconciled trees sampled from the posterior. Boxplots show the same data but grouped by clade size, showing for the *C. felis* WGD hypothesis a slight trend towards lower reconciliation probabilities for larger clades, whereas this trend is not observed for the putative Insecta event. **Figure S9.** Trace plots for the MCMC samples for the non-Holometabola data set with the IR prior. In black results for the full data set are shown (10000 generations after 1000 generations as burn-in, showing every iterate), whereas the other transparent colors show three replicate chains for a random subset of 1000 gene families (20000 generations after 1000 as burn-in, showing every second iterate). Duplication (λ) and loss (μ) rates are shown on a log10 scale and subscripts denote branches of the species tree. **Figure S10.** Marginal posterior distributions for the MCMC samples for the non-Holometabola data set with the IR prior. Interpretation is as in Figure S8 but here we show the rates on the original scale. **Figure S11.** Marginal posterior distributions for retention rates (*q*) of the seven hypothetical WGD events marked along the non-Holometabola tree. The upper row shows results under the IR prior, whereas the lower row corresponds to results under the GBM (autocorrelated rates) prior (see [methods](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}). Note that the distributions under the GBM prior for the Colembolla and Polyneoptera events are vanishingly small but are shown on the same scale as the upper row for the sake of comparison. **Table S1.** General specifications of species included in this study. Gene pairs, the number of gene pairs per hexapod species used as input for Ks calculation, co-linearity analysis and gene tree-species tree reconciliation analysis. Gene pairs with Ks values of 0 and higher than 5 were filtered out.
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